
 

Train live – but with safety
at ABP VIRTUAL ACADEMY

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

discover now the ABP VIRTUAL TRAINING as an important part of the ABP
VIRTUAL ACADEMY. This is where important actions, work steps and
emergency measures can be planned – from any location and at any time, on
a virtual twin of a system. The virtual training courses are also a tool for
training new employees. ABP‘s virtual training modules can be easily
completed as a desktop application like a computer game or interactively in
the room using special equipment.

This is what it looks like in our virtual academy: Discover a
virtual sample training in the video now!

The virtual training modules are developed by ABP‘s digitalization experts and
are based on years of experience in the field, as well as on feedback from
various ABP customers. As such, special training modules can also be
developed for irregular maintenance and malfunctions that occur only
infrequently. Individual scenarios just for the production environment of a
single customer can also be developed.

Because of the abstraction factor, there is never any danger for man or
machine, and at the same time, working on the system is extremely realistic
because of the interaction it provides. On the other hand, the virtual trainings
are particularly efficient.

Production operations are not restricted, there is no need for cost-intensive
melting, and time can be saved thanks to the accelerated simulation. Since
training can be conducted at any time in basically any location, you also save
on travel expenses and unproductive employee time as a result of traveling.

Find more information on bridging here and book a
training.

The Industrial Remote Circle from
ABP: Book your package directly.

On the safe side with ABP digital
Expert on Demand (dEoD): If you
have already technically upgraded
to the latest router generation, you
can benefit directly from the digital
services of ABP. Ask now for our
attractive conditions for remote
service access to your systems!
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